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Topic sentence : Result of research about english ability between two journal. 
 
A. Journal description 
 
JOURNAL DESCRIPTION 
JEES PEDAGOGIA 
1. In the JEES journals there are 2 points of 
discussion in different years, is: 
a. 2017: 
b. Volume 2, number 2, (2017), October 
c. Volume 2, number 1, (2017), April 
d. 2016: 
e. Volume 1, number 2, (2016), October 
f. Volume 1, number 1, (2016), April 
1. In the PEDAGOGIA journals there are 7 points 
of discussion in different years, is: 
- 2017: 
a. Volume 6, number 2, (2017), August 
b. Volume 6, number 1, (2017), February 
- 2016: 
a. Volume 5, number 2,(2016), August 
b. Volume 5, number 1,(2016), February 
- 2015: 
a. Volume 4, number 2,(2015), August 
b. Volume 4, number 1,(2015), February 
- 2014: 
a. Volume 3, number 2,(2014), August 
b. Volume 3, number 1,(2014), February 
- 2013: 
a. Volume 2, number 1,(2013), Pedagogia 
- 2012: 
a. Volume 2, number 2,(2012), Pedagogia 
- 2011: 
a. Volume 1, number 1,(2011), Pedagogia 
  
 
 
 B. Content of Article 
CONTENT OF ARTICLE 
JEES PEDAGOGIA 
Explain about skill learning writting which 
some students like. 
Explain about the importance of four basic 
skills in the English language. 
 
 
C. Method 
  METHOD 
JEES PEDAGOGIA 
JEES uses Descriptive method, Because in this 
method implies a questionnaire of writing ability 
and generate a journal. 
PEDAGOGIA uses Qualitative method, Because it 
shows the observation that produces. Utilizing the 
existing theory as an explanatory material. 
 
 
D. Significance 
SIGNIFICANCE 
JEES PEDAGOGIA 
Actually JEES is also important cause every 
journal have their advantage for us. 
I think PEDAGOGIA is more significance than 
JEES cause in pedagogia explain four skills which 
is very important for us to know. 
 
 
Concluding Sentense : result of both of journal have an advantage for us to know  to improve our skill in 
English Learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1. Point by Point Method 
 
 This result of research both of journal explains about the research conducted by Megawati 
(2016a & 2016b) this explains about jurnal discription, method of article, content, and significance. In the 
Pedagogia journals there are 7 points of discussion in different years, and Jees article there are 2 points of 
discussion in different years. On the content, Journal Pedagogia explain about the importance of four basic 
skills in the English language, then in the Jees article explain about skill learning writting which some 
students like. Based on journal Pedagogia which use qualitative method that is the result of research on 
student on 2015 until 2016, because it shows the observation that produces, utilizing the existing theory as 
an explanatory material. While In the Jees article, they use descriptive method, Because in this method 
implies a questionnaire of writing ability and generate a journal. There are 3 parts of team who making the 
Jees article and one of them are from Lebanon, while in journal Pedagogia, they have 5 team who making 
the article and all of them are from Muhamadiyah Sidoarjo University. PEDAGOGIA is more significance 
than Jees cause in pedagogia explain four skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking) which is very 
important for us to know, Actually Jees is also significance cause every journal have their advantage for us 
although it only explain about skill learning writing. 
 
2. Block Method 
 
 This result of research both of journal explains about the research conducted by Megawati 
(2016a & 2016b) this explains about jurnal discription, method of article, content, and significance. In the 
Pedagogia journals there are 7 points of discussion in different years, then the content of Journal Pedagogia 
explain about the importance of four basic skills in the English language, Based on journal Pedagogia which 
use qualitative method that is the result of research on student on 2015 until 2016, because it shows the 
observation that produces, utilizing the existing theory as an explanatory material. Also in journal 
Pedagogia, they have 5 team who making the article and all of them are from Muhamadiyah Sidoarjo 
University. PEDAGOGIA is more significance than Jees cause in pedagogia explain four skills (reading, 
writing, listening, speaking) which is very important for us to know. While in Jees article there are 2 points 
of discussion in different years, , then in the Jees article explain about skill learning writting which some 
students like, Jees article use descriptive method, because in this method implies a questionnaire of writing 
ability and generate a journal. And there are 3 parts of team who making the Jees article and one of them 
are from Lebanon. Actually Jees is also significance cause every journal have their advantage for us 
although it only explain about skill learning writing. 
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